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Dharamshala the home of Tibetan leader Dalai Lama is located in Himachal Pradesh. It is set
against the backdrop of dramatic Dhauladhar Mountains. The town is divided into two distinct and
widely separated sections the Upper and Lower Dharamshala.  It is covered by thick woods of Oak
and conifers by the Dhauladhar ranges. The place is known for its scenic beauty, calmness and
serenity. The nearby snowline with numerous streams and clear healthy atmosphere makes this
place really worth visiting. The colorful temples and Gompas which reflect the culture of Tibet adds
attractions for the visitors. On your trip travllers can visit places like McLeod Ganj, Bhagsunag Fall,
St. Johnâ€™s Church, Dharamkot, War Memorial, Kunal Pathari, Kareri, Dal Lake, Naddi etc.
Dharamshala is hub of Tibetan handicrafts, thangkas, carpets and garments.  The best place to
shop in Dharamshala is the Kotwali Bazar .One can also trek though the car landscaped township,
with vies of snowy peaks, deodar and pine forests, tea gardens and beautiful hills have become a
popular activity among the travllers. Travllers from all over the world visit the holy place frequently,
leaving their worries behind. The place has all the ingredients to heal and revive your body and
mind. Since Dharamshala doesnâ€™t have its own airport but it is well connected by roads that links
nearby cities

This hill resort has more than 78 hotels which includes everything right from luxury to budget hotels.
All these Dharamshala hotels have spacious rooms, clean upkeep for travllers to have comfortable
stay. They also enable one booking system so that one can book his hotel well in advance. All these
hotels are very renowned for their hospitality along with scenic views from the windows and
balconies of hotel rooms in Dharamshala. These Dharamshala hotels also have travel services that
are deemed to offer best vacation in Himachal Pradesh, as they take you along every nook and
corner of the valley. The dedicated staff of these hotels makes sure that you utilize every moment of
your vacation and offers you the best holiday package for Dharamshala hotels. These hotels will
never disappoint you with its services on your trip.

So next time if you are visiting Himachal Pradesh that do visit Dharamshala as this beautiful place is
very stunning and will leave you spell bound with its pristine beauty and charm. So go ahead book
your hotels in advance to avoid any sort if confusion.
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